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310 THE CLASSICAL REVIEW.

iNOTES OT> REPORTS.
ON JUVENAL, Sat. I. 106.—Against Mr. Vlachos

(Classical Review, May), I wish to defend the accepted
reading, purpura maior, taking up his objections by
numbers.

(1). The reference to income rather than to capital
or estate means, I believe, ' I am a knight several
times over, for five of my taverns alone bring me in
the census of a knight.' He has already hinted that
he might not admit a humble Oriental origin were
it not that the fenestrae rendered denial of such
origin useless.

(2). A writer, particularly a poet, must not be
expected always to use the conventional adjective.
Purpura maior, instead of p. latiar, puts no hard
strain either on the Latin or on the reader's compre-
hension. Besides, Statius uses maioris clavi. (Cf.
Mayor on the passage.)

(3). A living knight who is rich through his own
abilities is better than a (financially) dead ex-senator.
' A sorrow's crown of sorrow is remembering happier
things.'

(4). According to Mr. V.'s own theory and show-
ing, any comment by the scholiasts was rather
unnecessary. The one who comments on purpura
by the explanatory word laticlavium may easily have
meant to explain the unusual adjective. Of course

it would have been more logical and explicit to have-
mentioned both words. But the remarks of scholiasts
are not always as clear or as extensive as could be
wished.

Self-made men often worship their maker, and:
those who have advanced to a higher rank and
fortune boast even of humble origin, especially if that,
origin cannot be concealed.

JOSEPH F. PAXTON.
UNIVERSITY OP OKLAHOMA,

June Zrd, 1900.

ON JUVENAL, Sat. 1.106.—That " purpura maio-
rum," the reading of one MS, supplies a most
appropriate sense, Mr. N. P. Vlachos, at page 217
of the current Volume of The Classical Review, has
I think, satisfactorily, shown; but the hypermeter
offends me. May not "inaiorum" have been a
gloss on " auorum " ?—a word which written " auoK "
may also perhaps, as easily as " maiorum " written
"maiol/," have been corrupted into "amor," i.e..
" amator," the reading of other MSS.

SAMUEL ALLEN.
6 JUNE, 1800.

CAMBRIDGE PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
At a meeting held on May 31, 1900, at 4.45 p.m.,

Mr. J. M. SCHULHOP, Trinity College, was elected a
member.

Prof. SKEAT read notes, of which the following is
an abstract:—

The phrase mean it, in Mejrch. Ven. iii. 5. 52,
hitherto unexplained, signifies 'bemoan it, lament
it,' or simply, ' lament, sorrow.' "We can substitute
' sorrow' without injury to the metre. The it occurs
as in foot it, and similar phrases. Shakespeare has
means in the same sense elsewhere, M. IS. D. v. I.
330, and the M. E. menen, to lament, is common,
being correctly formed from the sb. now spelt' moan,1
with the usual mutation.

The phrase in the quill, 2 Hen. vi. i. 3, near the
beginning, means 'in the coil,' i.e. collectively.
Coil, Shropshire guoil, guile, means a heap or collec-
tion, and is ultimately a derivative of L. colligere.
Compare quoit for cent, quoin for coin.

Scotch'd in Macb. iii. 2. 13, is Theobald's correction
for scorch'd, which happens to be correct, and occurs
again in Com. Errors, v. 183. Scotch'd is a later
spelling of the same, and occurs in Cor. iv. 5, 198,
and in the modern hopscotch, for which see the New

Eng. Diet. Scorch meant to score upon the surfacer
as in The Babees Book, p. 80, and Wyclif, 3 Kings,
v. 18 ; being a derivative of score, to incise, and
confused with scorch, to excorticate or flay, which iŝ
the sense of O. F. escorcher.

Subdue represents the Anglo-French subdut,
originally a past participle ; it answers to a Late L_
subdutus for subditus) like Itfil. perduto for perditus.
Hence subdue is a derivative of L. subdere ; not, as-
absurdly said in the dictionaries, of L. subducere.

In the A. S. poem entitled Judith, 1. 47, occurs
the curious word fleohnet, a fly-net. "Warton's
History of English Poetry rightly explains it by
mosquito-net, but wonders how it found its way into
the poem. It is a mere translation of conopeum ?
Judith, x. 19 ; xiii. 10 (Vulgate). And conopeum,
as occurring in the very same passages, is the well-
known origin of our modern canopy, an error for
canopy.

Dr. POSTGATB read a paper of suggestions upon
the text of Tibullus.1

1 See above, p. 295.

OXFORD PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
A meeting was held on Friday June 1, at Oriel

College.
Mr. E. M. WALKER read a paper upon the Thes-

salian Expedition of Leotychides, the object of which
was to show that, if the trial and deposition of
Leotychides be assigned to B.c. 469, the winter of
479-8 is the most probable date for his Thessalian
expedition. In the first part of the paper an
attempt was made to prove that 469 as the year of
the deposition follows from the data furnished by
the list of Spartan reigns in Diodorus ; in the latter
part it was sought to be shown that an examination

of the famous story in Plutarch vita Themist. ch. 201

rendered the winter after Mycale the only possible
period for the expedition.

Mr. G. C. RICHARDS read a paper ' On the Stage:
of Aeschylus.'

A meeting was held on Friday June 15, at Exeter
College.

Mr. L. R. FABNELL read a paper ' On points of
topography and religion in Athens, with reference
to Thucydides ii. 15, and the views of Dr. Dbrpfeld,'
which will appear in a subsequent number of tha
Classical Review.


